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Abstract
Immunotherapy is rapidly emerging as the cornerstone for the treatment of several forms of
metastatic cancer, as well as for a host of other pathologies. Meanwhile, several new high-profile
studies have uncovered remarkable linkages between the central nervous and immune systems.
With these recent developments, harnessing the immune system for the treatment of brain
pathologies is a promising strategy. Here, we contend that MR image-guided focused ultrasound
(FUS) represents a noninvasive approach that will allow for favorable therapeutic
immunomodulation in the setting of the central nervous system. One obstacle to effective
immunotherapeutic drug delivery to the brain is the blood brain barrier (BBB), which refers to the
specialized structure of brain capillaries that prevents transport of most therapeutics from the
blood into brain tissue. When applied in the presence of circulating microbubbles, FUS can safely
and transiently open the BBB to facilitate the delivery of immunotherapeutic agents into the brain
parenchyma. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that physical perturbations of the tissue
microenvironment via FUS can modulate immune response in both normal and diseased tissue. In
this review article, we provide an overview of FUS energy regimens and corresponding tissue
bioeffects, followed by a review of the literature pertaining to FUS for therapeutic antibody
delivery in normal brain and preclinical models of brain disease. We provide an overview of studies
that demonstrate FUS-mediated immune modulation in both the brain and peripheral settings.
Finally, we provide remarks on challenges facing FUS immunotherapy and opportunities for future
expansion in this area.
Key words: focused ultrasound, immunotherapy, brain tumors, targeted drug and gene delivery

Introduction
The brain has long been considered a site of
immune privilege. The limited ability of the immune
system to respond to antigens within the brain
parenchyma has been attributed to the absence of
classical lymphatics, low major histocompatibility
complex (MHC) expression, and small numbers of
antigen presenting cells. However, recent findings,
such as the discovery of functional meningeal

lymphatic vessels, are redefining our perspective of
how the immune and central nervous systems (CNS)
interact[1,2]. Indeed, new evidence indicates that the
immune and central nervous systems are more closely
intertwined than previously thought, with the
immune system playing a prominent role in shaping
CNS development and function[3]. The immune
system has also been implicated as a major influence
http://www.thno.org
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in numerous brain diseases. For example, in multiple
sclerosis, autoreactive lymphocytes in the CNS
facilitate oligodendrocyte demyelination, gliosis, and
ultimately axonal degeneration[4]. In addition,
chronic inflammation and innate immune system
activation are common features of neurodegenerative
diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s[5].
Gene expression studies in schizophrenia patients
have shown alterations in both innate and adaptive
immune signatures, and mood disorders such as
depression
have
now
been
linked
to
inflammation[6,7]. Meanwhile, it has also been
well-established that immunosuppression in the brain
tumor microenvironment allows tumor cells to evade
the immune system and escape clearance[8]. While
consideration of the immune privilege status of the
CNS has perhaps discouraged investigators from
applying immunotherapies to the treatment of brain
disorders in the past, we contend that these
provocative new findings linking adaptive immunity
to the CNS indicate that such approaches have
considerable promise going forward.
While the immune component of many brain
diseases is complex, stimulation of the immune
system has shown some promise in treatment of
cancer and neurodegenerative proteinopathies. In
these settings, immune activation may lead to
destruction and clearance of tumor cells or protein
aggregates. Current strategies for enhancing immune
system include vaccination, checkpoint inhibitors,
and TLR agonists, such as CpG. Another promising
approach for stimulating therapeutic immune
responses in the brain is the deposition of
high-density acoustic energy via non-invasive
focused ultrasound (FUS)[9]. Typically performed
under real-time image guidance using diagnostic
ultrasound or MRI, FUS can markedly enhance
therapeutic drug and gene delivery and distribution,
as well as potentiate immune responses in
tissues[10,11]. These outcomes of FUS can be
attributed to a variety of bioeffects. In this review, we
provide discussion of FUS energy deposition schemes
and related bioeffects, an overview of the literature
pertaining to FUS mediated delivery of antibodies to
the
brain,
and
evidence
of
FUS-induced
immunomodulation in the brain and the periphery.
We conclude by offering perspectives on new
opportunities for the role of FUS in immune-based
treatment of brain diseases.

Focused Ultrasound Energy Regimens for
Immunotherapy
FUS serves as an attractive non-invasive tool for
therapy and immune modulation due to the
versatility of bioeffects that can be manifested at the
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focal spot. These mechanisms of action may be
classified broadly as either “thermal” or “mechanical”
in nature. Moreover, in most applications, FUS
parameters may be precisely selected from within
fairly wide ranges to generate varying intensities of
thermal and mechanical energy deposition in tissue.
In this section, we highlight thermal and mechanical
FUS energy deposition regimens that are known to
facilitate enhanced immunotherapeutic drug delivery
and/or elicit anti-tumor immune responses.

Thermal FUS Regimens
When applied as a continuous wave, FUS can be
used to deposit primarily thermal energy into tissue
and tailored to either thermally ablate the tissue or
create sub-ablative hyperthermia. The general
characteristics of these thermal FUS regimens and
their respective bioeffects are graphically summarized
in Figure 1. Within the thermal ablation FUS regimen,
FUS is applied to generate temperatures that are
typically above 60oC, leading to nearly instantaneous
onset of coagulative necrosis in the focal zone[12]. The
signature of protein denaturation, membrane fusion,
and nature of cell death in the context of FUS ablation
is in part dictated by target tissue composition, as heat
diffusion can play a role in mediating a temperature
gradient in the periablative zone. In this transition
zone between necrotic and viable tissue, cells do not
receive a lethal thermal dose, but instead experience
thermal stresses that ultimately give rise to alternative
routes of cell death, such as apoptosis[13]. Clinical
applications of FUS ablation cover a broad spectrum
of disease types and locations, including
neurodegenerative disorders and an assortment of
solid tumors[10]. On the other hand, applying
continuous wave FUS at much lower intensities can
be used to yield sub-ablative hyperthermia. In this
FUS regimen, the entire volume of a treated tissue or
tumor may be heated, without immediately killing
cells, by sweeping the ultrasound focus through the
tumor volume. This lower intensity thermal FUS
generates heat shock protein expression and triggers
other mechanisms of anti-tumor immunity that will
be described in further detail later in this review.

Mechanical FUS Regimens
Alternatively, FUS may be applied to generate
predominantly mechanical bioeffects. The general
characteristics of these mechanical FUS regimens and
their respective bioeffects are graphically summarized
in Figure 2. Generally speaking, mechanical bioeffects
may be created by applying FUS using pulsed
sequences, with FUS peak-negative pressure adjusted
to manipulate bioeffect magnitude. When pulsed FUS
is applied at high peak-negative pressures,
http://www.thno.org
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non-thermal destruction of tissues can occur through
mechanical lysis of cells. The subcellular
fragmentation of tissues often results in lesions with
sharply delineated margins and little detectable
cellular content[11]. These bioeffects are attributed to
physical phenomena, such as acoustic cavitation,
acoustic streaming/microstreaming, radiation force,
and shear stresses that are induced in the ultrasound
field[11]. Moreover, the mechanical consequences of
acoustic cavitation are more pronounced in the
presence of i.v. injected acoustic amplifiers, such as
contrast agent microbubbles. When i.v. injected
gas-filled microbubbles interact with an ultrasound
field, they oscillate in either a stable or inertial
manner. These two modes of oscillation, otherwise
known as cavitation, refer to bubble activity in lowand high-pressure acoustic fields, respectively.
Inertial cavitation occurs when these oscillations lose
stability and ultimately lead to rapid, violent bubble
collapse. In turn, this can yield a highly localized rise
in temperature, acoustic streaming, and shock wave
formation [14]. On the other hand, stable cavitation is
a more predictable mode in which bubbles steadily
oscillate in size to produce mechanical shear forces, as
well as circumferential stresses, on microvessel walls.
Of note, to date, stable cavitation has been the
predominating mechanism for blood brain barrier
(BBB) and/or blood-tumor barrier (BTB) opening in
pre-clinical and clinical studies. Stable oscillation of
systemically administered microbubbles has been
shown to lead to transient tight junction opening,
vascular endothelial sonoporation, and enhanced
transcytotic capabilities spanning an estimated 4-6
hour period over which the BBB/BTB is open[14]. Of
significance for immunotherapy, studies have
capitalized on the potential use of FUS-mediated BBB
opening as a tool for stimulating leukocyte
extravasation into tissues[15–17]. These bioeffects of
FUS have been harnessed to enhance delivery of
antibodies, augment homing and accumulation of
immune cells, and drive more robust basal immune
responses to a host of pathologies, as will be discussed
in greater depth throughout the remainder of this
review.

Therapeutic Antibody Delivery Using
FUS-Mediated Blood-Brain Barrier
Opening
The blood brain barrier (BBB) prevents the
transport of most systemically administered
therapeutics to brain. Traditional options for
increasing drug and/or gene delivery to CNS sites are
either invasive, such as direct-injection or convection
enhanced delivery (CED), or non-targeted, such as
intra-arterial infusion of mannitol. FUS is a safe,
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non-invasive, and targeted method for BBB opening,
and this approach has now been used by many labs to
facilitate the delivery of agents such as
chemotherapies, drug and gene-bearing polymeric
nanoparticles, and antibodies to the brain[18–26].
Additionally, ultrasound has been shown to enhance
pore size of extracellular and perivascular space,
facilitating enhanced dispersion of therapeutics in
brain tissue[27–32]. The degree of FUS-mediated BBB
opening and efficacy of agent delivery depends on a
number of factors, such as acoustic parameters,
microbubble characteristics, and properties of the
targeted brain region. For example, increased acoustic
pressures facilitate delivery of larger agents into the
tissue, and larger microbubble diameters result in
enhanced delivery and successful BBB disruption at
lower acoustic pressures[33,34]. Many other
parameters have been explored in the literature;
however, these studies are beyond the scope of this
article. FUS+MB-mediated BBB opening has now
moved into clinical trials, with initial results
demonstrating safe BBB opening in glioblastoma
patients when ultrasound is applied using an
implanted device in the presence of intravenous
microbubbles[35]. Another clinical trial, wherein
microbubbles are activated for achieving drug
delivery to gliomas in patients using a phased-array
FUS system, is also well-underway (NCT02343991).
Recently, antibodies targeted to immune regulatory
molecules, known as checkpoint blockade antibodies,
have had great success in the treatment of some
peripheral cancers by reactivating immune responses
to tumor antigens. Immune modulating antibodies
targeted to the CNS may yield promising treatment
strategies for brain diseases, and FUS is a powerful
tool to augment delivery and therefore efficacy in the
brain. Here, we illustrate this capability of FUS by
reviewing the literature on focused ultrasound blood
brain barrier opening for antibody delivery. Note that
the studies discussed in the forthcoming sub-sections
are summarized in Table 1.

BBB Opening of Normal Brain Tissue for
Antibody Delivery
A number of studies have been performed in
normal brain tissues confirming antibody delivery via
BBB opening with FUS-activated microbubbles.
Electron microscopy of brain regions exposed to
FUS-mediated BBB opening has shown endothelial
cells with increased number of vesicles and vacuoles,
folds and invaginations on the luminal surface,
cytoplasmic channels, and tight junction opening
when
compared
to
unsonicated
regions.
Immunoelectron microscopy has revealed the
presence of endogenous IgG in the neuropil
http://www.thno.org
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surrounding vessels in sonicated samples, verifying
passage of circulating antibodies across the blood
brain barrier[36]. This technique has also been used to
deliver systemically administered, functionally intact,
D4 receptor antibodies to localized regions of the
normal mouse brain[19], as well as Herceptin
(trastuzumab), a humanized anti-human epidermal
growth factor receptor 2 (HER-2) monoclonal
antibody used in the treatment of HER-2 positive
breast cancer[20]. These studies demonstrate the
utility of FUS as a tool for targeted and non-invasive
delivery of antibodies across the blood brain barrier.
As such, they open the door for more widespread use
of FUS for delivery of therapeutic antibodies in
preclinical models of brain disease.
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of plaque size in the FUS treated hemisphere[38]. It
was later shown, using this same animal model, that
FUS-mediated BBB opening alone facilitates binding
of endogenous antibodies to amyloid beta plaques,
yielding reduced plaque load and activation of
microglia[39]. Instead of targeting beta amyloid, a
recent study designed an anti-tau single chain
variable fragment (RN2N) to bind tau neurofibrillary
tangles
present
in
Alzheimer’s
disease.
Administration of RN2N and microbubbles, with
subsequent application of scanning ultrasound in a
transgenic mouse model overexpressing tau protein,
yielded an 11-fold increase in RN2N delivery, a
reduction of anxiety-like behavior, and tau
phosphorylation compared to groups wherein RN2N
was administered without ultrasound. The RN2N
alone group did reduce anxiety like behavior, and
both the RN2N only and ultrasound only groups
showed reduction in phosphorylated tau levels;
however, all effects were greatest in the group
receiving both ultrasound and RN2N[40]. Thus,
focused ultrasound has been shown to be an effective
approach for the delivery of antibody therapeutics in
mouse models of Alzheimer’s disease, and it is
evident that FUS alone exerts beneficial effects that
are capable of reducing plaque load.

Figure 1. Thermal focused ultrasound energy regimens for cancer
immunotherapy. Left Column: Partial thermal ablation using high-intensity
continuous wave focused ultrasound. Sweeping the ultrasound focus through a
pre-identified fraction of the tumor volume at these high energy levels generates
a zone of coagulative necrosis, which is then surrounded by a zone of transition
to normal tumor tissue. Right Column: Sub-ablative tissue heating using
low-intensity continuous wave ultrasound. Sweeping the ultrasound focus
through the entire tumor volume at this energy level elicits hyperthermia
without immediately killing tumor cells.

BBB Opening for Treatment of
Neurodegeneration with Antibodies
One such area of research has been the use of
FUS-induced BBB opening for therapeutic antibody
delivery
in
the
pre-clinical
treatment
of
neurodegenerative diseases. In two different
transgenic models of Alzheimer’s disease, FUS
application yielded a roughly 3-fold increase in
systemically administered anti-amyloid antibody
localized to plaques[37]. A subsequent study showed
therapeutic efficacy of this approach in the TgCRND8
mouse model of Alzheimer’s disease, with
FUS-mediated anti-amyloid beta delivery resulting in
a 12% reduction in plaque number and 23% reduction

Figure 2. Mechanical focused ultrasound energy regimens for cancer
immunotherapy. Left Column: Mechanical disruption using pulsed,
high-pressure, focused ultrasound after intravenous injection of contrast agent
microbubbles (top row: yellow dots evident in red blood vessels). Driving
microbubbles into inertial cavitation by sweeping the ultrasound focus through
the tumor volume disrupts cell membranes and mechanically injures tumor
tissue. Due to the use of very low duty-cycles, this energy regimen is not
typically associated with tumor heating. Right Column: Blood-brain and/or
blood-tumor barrier opening for delivering systemically administered
immunotherapeutic drugs (top row: green dots evident in red blood vessels) to
the CNS using pulsed, low-pressure, focused ultrasound. Here, contrast agent
microbubbles (top row: yellow dots evident in red blood vessels), which are i.v.
injected with the immunotherapeutic drug, stably oscillate in the FUS field.
Stable oscillations open the BBB/BTB, permitting targeted immunotherapeutic
drug deliver to treated CNS tissue (bottom row; green dots).

http://www.thno.org
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FUS for Delivering Antibodies to Brain
Tumors
Focused ultrasound has also been used for
delivery of therapeutic anti-cancer antibodies in
studies
aimed
at
establishing
experimental
therapeutic efficacy for treating intracranial tumors.
For example, the therapeutic efficacy of HER-2
targeting antibody delivery with FUS has been tested
in a brain tumor metastasis model of HER-2 positive
breast cancer. In this study, some animals received no
treatment, while treatment groups included the
HER-2 receptor targeting antibodies, trastuzimab and
pertuzumab, i.v. administered with or without
FUS-mediated BBB opening weekly for a 6-week
period of time. A subset of animals in the FUS +
antibody group were classified as responders,
characterized by a slower tumor growth rate, while
there were no responders in the antibody only group.
There was increased survival in the FUS + antibody
and antibody only groups compared to untreated
animals, but no statistically significant difference
between these two groups. No differences were seen
between the responders and non-responders by the
parameters measured in this study, but elucidating
the determining factors between these two groups
will likely be important if this approach will ever be
translated to the clinic[41]. FUS has also been used for
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delivery of the anti-VEGFA monoclonal antibody,
bevacizumab, in an intracranial glioma xenograft
model. Weekly treatments with FUS, microbubbles,
and bevacizumab resulted in decreased tumor
growth, increased median overall survival, and
decreased vessel area compared to untreated, FUS
only, and bevacizumab only groups[42]. Beyond
enhancing vascular permeability, there is evidence
that ultrasound has effects in the extracellular space
that can enhance therapeutic distribution in normal
tissue[27–32].. Evidence in tumors is more limited,
however, one study found increased distribution of
directly administered gene carriers in a flank tumor
model following ultrasound application. The authors
noted increased pore size in the tumor extracellular
space in ultrasound treated groups, and postulated
that an increase in fluid conductivity in the
extracellular space temporarily reduced interstitial
fluid pressure within the tumor, contributing to
enhanced plasmid distribution[43]. These findings
demonstrate that FUS mediated BBB opening in
intracranial tumors can increase efficacy of
systemically administered therapeutic antibodies and
may even broaden therapeutic antibody repertoire for
brain malignancies by increasing penetration of
previously ineffective therapies.

Table 1. Studies linking FUS-mediated blood-brain barrier opening to immunotherapy.
Reference Model
19
Mouse (swiss
webster)

Key Observations
Delivery of D4 receptor antibody to mouse brain. No or minimal damage
at 0.8 MPa or below. Major damage seen in some animals above 0.8 MPa.

20

Delivery of Herceptin. Significantly greater amount delivered at 0.8 MPa
than 0.6 MPa

36

37

38

39

Ultrasound Parameters
Frequency: 0.69 MHz
Burst length: 10 ms
Repetition frequency: 1 Hz
Exposure length: 40 sec
Acoustic Pressure:0.6 – 1.1 MPa
Microbubble type: Optison
Mouse (swiss
Frequency: 0.69 MHz
webster)
Burst length: 10 ms
Repetition frequency: 1 Hz
Exposure length: 40 s
Acoustic Pressure: 0.6 and 0.8 MPa
Microbubble type: Optison
Rabbit (New Zealand Frequency: 1.63 and 1.5 MHz
white)
Burst length: 100 ms
Repetition frequency: 1 Hz
Exposure length: 20 s
Acoustic Power: 0.55 or 3 W
Microbubble type: Optison
Transgenic mice
Frequency: 0.69 MHz
(B6C3-Tg and
Burst length: 10 ms
PDAPP)
Repetition frequency: 1 Hz
Exposure length: 40–45 s
Acoustic Pressure: 0.67–0.8 MPa Estimated
acoustic power: 0.28–0.4 W
Microbubble type: Optison or Definity
TgCRND8 mice
Frequency: 0.558 MHz
Burst length: 10 ms
Repetition frequency: 1 Hz
Exposure length: 120 s
Acoustic Pressure: 0.3 MPa
Microbubble type: Definity
non-Tg and
Frequency: 0.5 MHz
TgCRND8 mice
Burst length: 10 ms

Sonication as 0.55 W resulted in increased vescicles and vacuoles in
endothelial cells, fenestrae on EC luminal surface, and widened
inter-endothelial cleft, and IgG was detected. Significant damage was seen
at 3W.

Delivery of anti-Amyloid β antibodies in two different transgenic AD
mouse models yielded a roughly 3-fold increase in antibody localized to
plaques

Delivery of amyloid-β antibodies that colocalize with plaques on US
treated hemisphere. In mice treated with FUS + anti-amyloid antibody,
there was a 12% reduction in plaque number and 23% reduction of plaque
size in the FUS treated hemisphere

FUS-mediated BBB opening alone facilitates binding of endogenous
antibodies to amyloid beta plaques, yielding reduced plaque load and

http://www.thno.org
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Reference Model

40

41

42

44

45

46
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Ultrasound Parameters
Repetition frequency: 1 Hz
Exposure length: 120 s
Acoustic Pressure: 0.3 MPa
Microbubble type: Definity
pR5 mice
Frequency: 1 MHz
Burst length: 10 ms
Repetition frequency: 10 Hz
Exposure length: 6 s per spot
Acoustic Pressure: 0.7 MPa
Microbubble type: In-house, lipid-shelled
Nude rats
Frequency: 690 kHz
(intracranial
Burst length: 10 ms
MDA-MB-361 cells) Repetition frequency: 1 Hz
Exposure length: 60 s
Acoustic Pressure: 0.46-0.62 MPa
Acoustic Power: 0.4-0.7 W
Microbubble type: Optison
Nu/Nu mice
Frequency: 400 kHz
(intracranial U87mg Burst length: 10 ms
cells)
Repetition frequency: 1 Hz
Exposure length: 60 s
Acoustic Pressure: 0.4-0.8 MPa
Acoustic power = 4–18 W
Microbubble type: Sonovue
Sprague-Dawley rats Frequency: 0.5 MHz
(intracranial C6
Burst length: 100 ms
glioma)
Repetition frequency: 1 Hz
Exposure length: 90 s
Acoustic Pressure: 0.36-0.7 MPa
Acoustic Power: 5 or 20 W
Microbubble type: Sonovue
Athymic nude rat
Frequency: 551.5 kHz
(intracranial
Burst length: 10 ms
MDA-MB-231 cells) Repetition frequency: 1 Hz
Exposure length: 120 s
Acoustic Pressure: 0.32-0.35 MPa
Microbubble type: Definity
Athymic nude rat
Frequency: 551.5 kHz
(intracranial
Burst length: 10 ms
MDA-MB-231 cells) Repetition frequency: 2 Hz
Exposure length: 120 s
Acoustic Power: Used a controller to monitor
acoustic emissions and modulate acoustic power
to predetermined ultraharmonic signatures.
Microbubble type: Definity

FUS-Mediated Delivery of
Immunomodulatory Agents and Cells
Immunomodulatory agents such as cytokines
and targeted immune cells have also been delivered
via FUS-mediated BBB opening for treatment of brain
tumors. Intraperitoneal administration of IL-12
followed by application of FUS and microbubbles
resulted in an approximately three-fold increase in
IL-12 in an orthotopic glioma model compared to
untreated control mice, whereas mice receiving IL-12
without FUS had roughly two-fold increase.
Enhanced delivery of IL-12 with FUS generated the
highest CD8+/T-reg ratio, slowed tumor progression,
and the greatest survival benefit[44]. NK-92 cells are a
human natural killer cell line that can be modified to
target tumor associated antigens, such as HER-2. In an
intracranial model of HER2 positive breast cancer
metastasis, FUS administration generated a 10-fold
increase in HER2-specific NK-92 cells abundance in
the FUS-targeted region after i.v. NK-92 injection

Key Observations
activation of microglia

The entire forebrain of the mouse was sonicated by sequential 6 s
sonications per spot. Administration of RN2N with microbubbles and
scanning ultrasound yielded an 11-fold increase in RN2N delivery, a
reduction of anxiety-like behavior, and tau phosphorylation compared to
groups given RN2N was administered without ultrasound.
A subset of animals in the FUS + antibody (trastuzimab and pertuzumab)
showed slower tumor growth rate (responsders), while there were no
responders in the antibody only group. There was increased survival in the
FUS + antibody and antibody only groups compared to untreated animals,
but no statistically significant difference between these two groups.

Weekly treatments with FUS, microbubbles, and bevacizumab resulted in
decreased tumor growth, increased median overall survival, and
decreased vessel area compared to untreated, FUS only, and bevacizumab
only groups

I.P. administration of IL-12 followed by application of FUS and
microbubbles resulted in an approximately three-fold increase in IL-12
compared to untreated control mice. Mice receiving IL-12 with FUS had
the highest CD8+/T-reg ratio, slowed tumor progression, and the greatest
survival benefit

FUS administration generated a 10-fold increase in HER2-specific NK-92
cells abundance in the FUS-targeted region after i.v. NK-92 injection when
compared to i.v. NK-92 injection without FUS

With aggressive treatment schedule, animals in the FUS + NK-92 group
showed a reduction in tumor growth and increase in survival compared to
controls

when compared to i.v. NK-92 injection without
FUS[45]. With an aggressive treatment regimen
consisting of five treatments in the first week, two in
the second week, and one in the third week, animals
in the FUS + NK-92 group showed a reduction in
tumor growth and increase in survival compared to
controls[46].Taken together, we contend that the
studies reviewed here demonstrate that FUS is a
versatile tool that facilitates delivery of antibody
immunotherapies and other immunomodulatory
agents to normal and diseased brain tissue.

Experimental & Clinical Evidence for
Direct FUS-Mediated
Immunomodulation
In addition to facilitating increased delivery and
distribution of therapeutic agents in the brain, FUS
has also been shown to have immune-related effects
in both normal and diseased brain tissue, as well as in
peripheral tumor tissue. In this section, we review
http://www.thno.org
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those few studies that have investigated these
mechanisms in the brain and then turn to the larger
body of literature in extracranial tumors for insight
into how FUS-mediated immune mechanisms may be
better exploited in the setting of the CNS.

FUS-Immunomodulation in the Brain
Most studies of FUS-mediated BBB opening have
focused on using this approach to deliver therapeutic
agents to the brain; however, it has also come to be
appreciated that the procedure itself may exert some
immune-related effects. In particular, two different
studies have evaluated the molecular effects of
focused ultrasound BBB opening in rat brains. The
first profiled changes in RNA and protein expression
at acute time points following FUS BBB opening.
Here, increases in both HSP70 and proinflammatory
cytokines were measured within 24 hours. An
increase in Iba1 was also reported, indicating
microglial activation, and macrophages from the
periphery were found in the sonicated region at six
days post-treatment[47]. Previously, macrophages
had only been detected in the brain after sonicating at
higher pressures that induced intracerebral
hemorrhage; however, it should be noted that their
analysis was limited to 24 hours following FUS[48].
The second study looked more specifically at RNA
expression in brain endothelial cells following
FUS-mediated BBB opening. At six hours post
sonication, there was an upregulation of
pro-inflammatory chemokine and cytokine genes and
a downregulation of BBB related transporter genes,
which mostly returned to baseline by 24 hours[49].
Both studies found increases in GFAP indicative of
astrocyte
activation.
Astrocytes
have
been
demonstrated to play a role in innate CNS immunity
and implicated as MHC class II APCs capable of T cell
activation[50,51]; thus, the tropism induced by BBB
opening is a crucial component to understanding
consequent immune responses in the brain.
Interestingly, FUS-mediated opening of the BBB
with microbubbles, independent of the delivery of a
drug and/or therapeutic gene, exerts beneficial effects
in mouse models of Alzheimer’s disease. Indeed,
ultrasound treatment has shown reduced plaque load
in two studies utilizing different transgenic mouse
models[39,52]. In both studies, the treated region
displayed increased markers of microglial activation
and greater localization of amyloid beta within
microglia, suggesting that ultrasound was able to
facilitate phagocytic uptake of Aβ, thereby aiding
plaque clearance. In the APP23 model, functional tests
indicated memory restoration in treated mice[52]. A
phase one clinical trial for evaluating safety and
feasibility of FUS and microbubble BBB opening in
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Alzheimer’s patients is currently in progress
(NCT02986932). Within intracranial tumor models,
FUS and microbubble application also has
immunomodulatory effects. FUS treated glioma
tumors exhibited an increase in the CD8+/T-reg ratio,
a metric commonly correlated with improved patient
outcome[44]. Based on this evidence, we argue that
the immunomodulatory influence of BBB opening
with FUS activated microbubbles may provide an
opportunity for synergy of FUS and immune based
therapeutics, which may generate a stronger clinical
response. Naturally, the capacity for FUS to generate
over-exuberant immune responses in the brain must
also be carefully considered.

FUS-Immunomodulation Outside the CNS
In settings outside of the brain, several studies
now indicate a substantial role for FUS in inducing
anti-tumor immunity. Possible mechanisms of
anti-tumor immunity include stimulation of
tumor-specific inflammation, broadening of the
spectrum of available tumor antigens, modulation of
immunosuppressive cytokine expression, stimulation
of leukocyte infiltration and activation, and/or the
alleviation of immunological tolerance. Figure 3
outlines the so-called “cancer immunity cycle” and
depicts several points at which we hypothesize FUS
may intersect with this cycle. Below, we review the
literature centered on the use of FUS for stimulating
anti-tumor immunity in settings outside of the CNS.
Note that the studies discussed in the forthcoming
sub-sections are summarized in Table 2.

Pre-Clinical Studies Using FUS Thermal Ablation for
Immunotherapy
The application of FUS in high-energy intensity
thermal regimens has been shown to act along a
number of biological pathways in order to yield
appreciable immune responses. FUS upregulates the
release of endogenous danger signals such as ATP
and heat shock proteins[53–56], while human prostate
cancer cells exposed to sublethal temperatures via
transrectal FUS are capable of inducing increased Th1
cytokine release, decreased Th-2 cytokine release, and
upregulation in stress protein expression localized to
the periphery of thermal FUS lesions[57]. Studies
using the B16F10 melanoma model show that the
application of FUS to tumors can decrease circulating
tumor cells and pulmonary metastasis nodules, while
simultaneously upregulating circulating TNF-α and
IFN-γ. FUS was additionally determined to
downregulate miR-134 (a miRNA determined to
inhibit CD86 expression on B16F10 cells), leading to
activation of CD86 expression and conferral of a more
potent anti-tumor response[58]. In a murine model of
http://www.thno.org
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H22 model of hepatocellular carcinoma, FUS ablation
was demonstrated to confer tumor-specific immunity
as indicated by a significant increase in tumor
antigen-specific I CD8+ cells, quantified with
MHC-class I tetramers, versus sham and control
groups. The cytotoxic CD8+ T lymphocytes (CTL)
were observed to significantly upregulate key
cytokines such as TNF-α and IFN-γ. When CTL from
FUS-treated animals were adoptively transferred into
untreated tumor-bearing mice, significant reductions
in tumor growth and greater cumulative survival
were observed versus adoptive transfer of CTLs from
sham or control mice[59]. In the same model and
under similar exposure conditions, two additional
studies were performed. In one study, it was
determined that DCs can undergo activation and
generate host specific antitumor immunity in
response to complete FUS ablation. Immunization of
mice with immature bone marrow-derived DCs
primed with FUS-treated tumor debris or lysate led to
a significant increase in mature DCs, IL-12 and IFN-γ
secretion of CTLs. While H22 tumor challenge using
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this strategy conferred a significant reduction in
tumor growth among FUS-ablated tumor groups
versus controls, no analogous stratification in long
term survival rates was observed[60]. In the second
study, it was concluded that FUS-treated tumor debris
can effectively serve as a vaccination strategy to
confer specific protective immunity. The specificity of
CTL response to this debris suggests that the viable
tumor antigen remaining following FUS ablation can
improve tumor immunogenicity. Moreover, the
strongest responses in tumor rejection and cumulative
survival were conferred by the group that received
FUS ablation without additional intervention via
vaccination, suggesting that preservation of
endogenous danger signal release was more effective
than FUS-treated tumor lysate or untreated tumor
lysate vaccination strategies. Nonetheless, the latter
two interventions did promote upregulation of
MHC-II, CD80, and CD86 expression on immature
bone marrow-derived DCs, as well as IL-12 and IFN-γ
production in vitro[61].

Figure 3. Hypothesized points of intersection between focused ultrasound and the cancer immunity cycle. In the cancer immunity cycle, antigens
(purple) released from tumor cells (tan; 1) are captured by dendritic cells (blue; 2) and presented to T-cells (yellow 3) in lymph nodes (light green), leading to priming
and activation of effector T-cells (4). Activated effector T-cells then pass into the systemic circulation (light pink; 5) and are trafficked to the tumor via adhesion to
tumor endothelium (6). T-cells recruited from the circulation then infiltrate the tumor (7), where they specifically recognize and subsequently kill tumor cells. Tumor
cell killing serves to release more antigen (1), allowing the cycle to continue. We hypothesize that focused ultrasound can trigger and/or boost anti-cancer immunity
by intersecting at several points (red arrows) in this cycle. These include (i) enhanced tumor antigen release by cell membrane disruption, (ii) improved dendritic cell
maturation via enhanced expression of damage associated molecular patterns (DAMPS), (iii) greater antigen flow to lymph nodes and less restricted intra-tumor T-cell
migration as a result of mechanical disruption of stroma, and (iv) altered cytokine production, which may lead to augmented endothelial adhesion molecule expression
and/or proliferation of intra-tumor T-cells.
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Table 2. Studies of FUS-immunomodulation outside the CNS
Ref Year Model
53 2005 MC-38 mouse colon
adenocarcinoma cell line

54

2008 Reporter FVB mice
transgenic for
Hsp70-luc2A-eGFP

55

1998 LNCaP cells, prostatic
stromal cells (in vitro
studies)

Pre-Clinical and Clinical FUS Thermal Ablation.

5 patients with clinically
localized prostate cancer
(clinical studies)

56

2006 23 patients with
biopsy-proven breast
cancer

57

2004 6 patients with clinically
localized prostate cancer

58

2015 Subcutaneous B16F10
melanoma in female
C57BL/6J mice

59

2012 Subcutaneous H22
hepatocellular carcinoma
in female C57BL/6J mice

60

2010 Subcutaneous H22
hepatocellular carcinoma
in male and female
C57BL/6J mice

61

2010 Subcutaneous H22
hepatocellular carcinoma
in male and female
C57BL/6J mice

64

1992 Subcutaneous Cl300
neuroblastoma in male
Ajax inbred mice

65

2010 Subcutaneous MC38
colon adenocarcinoma
and B16 melanoma in
female C57BL/6 mice

66

2017 Orthotopic neu exon
deletion line model of
mammary
adenocarcinoma in

Ultrasound Parameters
Frequency: 1.1 MHz
Focal length: 63 mm Acoustic exposure conditions:

Key Observations
HIFU treatment in vitro caused increased expression of ATP
and Hsp60
APCs exposed to supernatant isolated from HIFU-treated
Thermal HIFU:
tumor cells elevated CD80 and CD86 expression
P- = 6.7 MPa, 30% duty cycle, 5 s
DCs and macrophages increased IL-12 and TNF-α secretion,
respectively, in response to supernatant exposure
Mechanical HIFU:
Mechanical HIFU exposure condition surpassed its thermal
P- = 10.7 MPa, 3% duty cycle, 30 s
counterpart in terms of ability to activate APCs
Frequency: 1.5 MHz
HIFU can induce Hsp70 expression up to 96 hours
Focal length: 5.1 cm Acoustic intensity: 53-352 W/cm2 post-heating
Peak expression levels are observed between 6-48 hours
Exposure time: 1s
following exposure
In vitro studies:
Sublethal heat shock caused elevated Hsp27 expression by
Sublethal heating at 43°C, 46°C, or 49°C for 60 min in 3-4-fold in LNCaP cells
a water bath
Hsp27 expression was consistently observed at the borders
of thermonecrosis in vivo, with strongest levels occurring at
Clinical studies:
2-3 hours following transrectal HIFU
Frequency: 4.0 MHz
Available focal lengths: 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0 cm
Acoustic intensity: 1,260–2,200 W/cm2
Exposure time: 4s on followed by 12s off for
re-positioning
Frequency: 1.6 MHz Focal length: 90 mm, Acoustic
All tumors treated with HIFU stained positive for epithelial
intensity: 5,000-15,000 W/cm2
membrane antigen and Hsp70
Exposure time: 45-150 mins (median: 1.3 h)
No tumors treated with HIFU stained positive for CD44v6,
MMP9, or PCNA
Frequency: 4 MHz
Hsp72, Hsp73, GRP-75, and GRP78 were overexpressed at
Focal lengths: 3.0, 3.5 or 4.0 cm
the margins of HIFU treated regions
Acoustic intensity: 1260-2000 W/cm2
Exposure time: 4s on followed by 12s off for
re-positioning
Frequency: 9.3 MHz
HIFU treatment resulted in increased circulating TNF-α and
Acoustic intensity: 4.5 W
IFN-γ, decreased circulating tumor cells, reduced pulmonary
metastatic burden, and cumulative survival benefit.
Focal length: Not provided
Exposure time; 10s per location (120s total per tumor In vitro studies revealed a role for CD86 in driving
anti-tumor immune effects in response to lifting of inhibition
nodule)
by miR-134.
Frequency: 9.5 MHz
HIFU treatment elevated CTLs, TNF-α and IFN-γ secretion,
Focal length: 8 mm
and MHC class I/CD8+ cells versus sham and control
Acoustic intensity: 5W
Exposure time: 180-240s (median: 220s)
Frequency: 9.5 MHz
Mice immunized with DCs loaded with HIFU-ablated tumor
Focal length: 8 mm
lysate demonstrated increased magnitude of mature DCs
Acoustic intensity: 5 W
and greater IL-12 and IFN-γ secretion compared to those
Exposure time: 180-240s (median: 220s)
immunized with mouse serum-loaded DCs.
CTL cytotoxicity and TNF-α and IFN-γ secretion were
significantly higher in mice immunized with HIFU tumor
debris-loaded DCs.
Frequency: 9.5 MHz
Vaccination with HIFU-ablated tumor lysate resulted in
Focal length: 8 mm
elevated tumor-specific cytolytic activity compared to
Acoustic intensity: 5 W
untreated tumor lysate vaccination, HIFU treatment alone,
Exposure time: 180-240s (median: 220s)
and control.
HIFU-generated vaccine significantly reduced tumor growth
and conferred 100% survival.
Elevated expression of MHCII, CD80, CD86 and cytokine
secretion (IL-12, IFN-γ) resulted from exposure of bone
marrow DCs to HIFU-ablated or untreated tumor lysates in
vitro.
Frequency: 4 MHz
Tumors ablated with thermal HIFU underwent significant
Focal length: 8 cm
growth inhibition and extended survival compared to
Acoustic intensity: 550 W/cm2
untreated controls.
Exposure time: 5s on followed by 5s off
Mice challenged with contralateral tumors displayed
secondary (untreated) tumor growth reduction in response
to treatment of primary tumor with HIFU.
Frequency: 3.3 MHz
Application of thermal HIFU to tumors mediated greater
Focal length: 63 mm
recruitment of DCs to lesion periphery (<55 oC) than center
Acoustic intensity: P+ / P- = 19.5/7.2 MPa
(up to 80 oC), with spare-scan technique yielding stronger
anti-tumor immune response compared to dense-scan
Exposure time: 4s
technique
Frequency: 3 MHz
Priming with immunotherapy 7 days prior to HIFU
Focal length: Not provided
treatment resulted in decreased macrophages and MDSCs,
Acoustic intensity: 5W (3.1 MPa)
increased CD8+ T cells secreting IFN-γ and PDL1+CD45+
Scan speed: 1 revolution/s
cells, and elevated proportion of M1 macrophages
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Ref Year Model
FVB/n mice

Ultrasound Parameters

71

2009 48 female patients with
biopsy-proven breast
cancer

Frequency: 1.6 MHz
Focal length: Not provided
Acoustic intensity: 5,000- 15,000 W/cm2
Exposure time: 45-150 mins (mean: 1.3 h)

72

2004 16 patients with solid
malignancies
(osteosarcoma,
hepatocellular carcinoma,
renal cell carcinoma)
2009 48 female patients with
biopsy-proven breast
cancer

Frequency: 0.8 MHz
Focal length: 135 mm
Acoustic intensity: 5000-20000 W/cm2
Exposure time: Variable
Therapeutic time: 2.5-8 h (median: 5.2 h)
Frequency: 1.6 MHz
Focal length: Not provided
Acoustic intensity: 5,000- 15,000 W/cm2
Exposure time: 45-150 mins (mean: 1.3 h)

74

2008 15 patients with solid
malignancies

Frequency: 0.8 MHz
Focal length: Not provided
Acoustic intensity: 5000-20,000 W/cm2
Exposure time: 0.78-3.62 h (mean: 2.74 h)

63

2012 Subcutaneous RM-9
prostate cancer in
C57BL/6J mice

Frequency: 3.3 MHz
Focal length: Not provided
Acoustic intensity: P+ / P- = 32/10 MPa (60 W)
Exposure time: 20s (2% duty cycle)

67

2007 Subcutaneous H22
hepatocellular carcinoma
in male and female
C57BL/6J mice

Frequency: 3.3 MHz
Focal length: 63 mm
Acoustic exposure conditions:
Thermal HIFU
P+ / P- = 19.9/7.7 MPa, 3s
Mechanical HIFU
P+ / P- = 34.1/12.5 MPa, 2% duty cycle, 30s

17

2012 Subcutaneous CT-26
colon carcinoma in
BALB/cByJNarl mice

68

2015 Subcutaneous K1735
melanoma in C3H/HeN
mice

69

2016 B16 melanoma in
C57BL/6 and BALB/c
nude mice

Frequency: 0.5 MHz
Focal length: Not provided
Acoustic intensity: P- = 0.6 MPa (5 We) or 1.4 MPa (30
We)
Exposure time:20s (total sonication time between
180-240s)
Microbubble type: Sonovue
Frequency: 3 MHz (unfocused)
Acoustic intensity: 2.3 W/cm2 (0.22 MPa)
Exposure time: 1 or 3 mins
Microbubble type: Definity
Frequency: 1 MHz

Pre-Clinical Low-Intensity FUS.

Pre-Clinical FUS Mechanical Ablation.

73

Non-ablative low-intensity FUS:
Focal length: 80* or 85** mm
Exposure time: 1.5 s (5 min total per tumor)
Acoustic intensity: 550 W/cm2
*P- = 2.93 MPa (3W)
**P- = 3.81 MPa (3W)

70

2015 Orthotopic neu exon
deletion line model of
mammary
adenocarcinoma in
FVB/n mice

High-intensity ablation
Focal length: 80 mm
Exposure time: 4s (75% duty cycle)
Acoustic intensity: P- = 5.42 MPa (12.5W)
Frequency: 1.54 MHz
Focal length: Not provided
Acoustic intensity: P- = 1.1 MPa
Exposure time: 5 mins
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Key Observations
Abscopal effect in the presence of increased tumor burden
was more robust when immunotherapy priming preceded
HIFU and lost when immunotherapy and HIFU were
administered concomitantly.
Neoplasms treated with HIFU expressed elevated NK cells
as well as CD3+, CD4+, CD8+, and B lymphocytes in the
ablated periphery.
TILs positive for granzyme, FasL, and perforin were also
greater in response to HIFU as compared with untreated
control tumors.
Circulating CD4+ lymphocytes as well as the CD4+/CD8+
ratio increased in patients receiving HIFU

HIFU-treated tumors were observed to have APCs
infiltrating along the margins of ablation, with an overall
increase in DCs, macrophages, and B cells as compared with
control.
CD80, CD86, and HLA-DR were more highly expressed on
DCs and macrophages infiltrating HIFU-treated tumors.
Patients exposed to complete or partial HIFU ablation
experienced a reduction in serum immunosuppressive
cytokine expression levels, with nonmetastatic patients
experiencing lower expression levels as compared with
metastatic patients
VEGF, TGF-β1, and TGF-β2 were significantly reduced
following HIFU treatment
Mechanical HIFU treatment (<45oC) and subsequent primary
tumor resection attenuated intratumoral STAT3 activity,
resulting in increased CTLs in spleens and TDLNs, and
tumor growth inhibition upon rechallenge
Number and activity of DCs was increased as a function of
HIFU+surgery compared to surgery alone while
immunosuppressive burden was alleviated
Ablation with thermal and mechanical HIFU resulted in 3.1and 4.1-fold increases in CD11c+ DCs, respectively, and 5and 10-fold increases in TDLN CFSE+ DC accumulation,
respectively.
Both ablative protocols controlled tumor growth and
conferred protection against tumor rechallenge
Tumors ablated under mechanical HIFU protocol had
stronger elevation tumor-specific CTL activity and IFN-γ
secreting cells

Tumors exposed to low-intensity FUS and microbubbles
experienced a transient increase in non-regulatory T cell
infiltration as well as sustained elevation of CTLs, which
further translated to restriction of tumor growth.

Low-intensity antivascular US treatment significantly
reduced tumor perfusion at both exposure times, while
increasing HIF1A+ cells and CD45+CD3+ T cell infiltration
in tumors
Non-ablative, low-intensity FUS conferred increased tumor
antigen presentation and Hsp70 presence on tumor cell
membranes, and led to reversal of T cell tolerance within
tumors.
Combination of this regimen with fractionated radiation
therapy led to control of pulmonary metastatic burden and
extended recurrence-free survival.

In mice with multiple tumor sites, the combination of
ultrasound with copper-doxorubicin liposomes and CpG
controlled tumor growth and extended survival in the
context of systemic disease.
CD4+ and CD8+ T cell magnitudes increased and MDSCs
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Ref Year Model

Ultrasound Parameters

16

Frequency: 510 kHz
Focal length: Not provided
Acoustic intensity: 0.25 and 0.5 MPa
Exposure time: 10 ms every second for 1 min;
Microbubble type: Optison

2015 Subcutaneous xenograft
model of CEA-expressing
LS-174T human colorectal
adenocarcinoma in female
NSG mice

Immunotherapeutic mechanisms were also
speculated in a study demonstrating that debulking of
unresectable neuroblastoma using FUS thermal
ablation conferred a significant reduction in tumor
growth when mice were challenged with a second
tumor that did not receive further treatment following
curative FUS treatment of the primary tumor. Though
no additional analysis was conducted to confirm the
role of a postulated antitumor immune response at
that time, this study suggests that the application of
FUS to stimulate immune response in the brain merits
further exploration [62]. Beyond the brain, many
pre-clinical and clinical studies have shed light on
potential mechanisms of antitumor immunity
conferred through the application of FUS to
peripheral tumors.

Pre-Clinical Studies Using FUS Mechanical Disruption
for Immunotherapy
Fewer studies examining the role of mechanical
disruption with FUS on anti-cancer immunity have
been performed; however, there is clear evidence that
this FUS energy regimen may be efficacious for
immunotherapy. In a model of RM-9 prostate cancer,
mechanical FUS downregulated constitutively
activated STAT3, the activation of which is implicated
in immunosuppression[63]. Additionally, mechanical
FUS with and without subsequent surgical resection
appeared to eliminate tumor recurrence and/or
distant metastasis, though mechanical FUS with
surgery conferred the additional benefit of decreasing
immunosuppression and upregulating DC magnitude
and function. Application of mechanical FUS
mediated an increase in tumor-specific CTLs in the
spleen and tumor draining lymph nodes, which
translated to greater survival benefit in recipient
hosts[64]. Collectively, these findings allude to a
potential interplay between the nature of direct tumor
obliteration using FUS and subsequent release of
danger signals and alleviation of immunosuppressive
mechanisms that can lead to more robust anti-tumor
immunity.

Pre-Clinical Comparisons of FUS Energy Regimens for
Immunotherapy
Given the wide parameter space that exists for
FUS applications, it is of note that some exposure
conditions might be better suited for modulating

Key Observations
decreased as a function of treatment in both primary
(treated) and contralateral tumors.
Low-intensity focused ultrasound with microbubbles
conferred significant accumulation of adoptively transferred
iron-oxide labeled human NK cells at 0.5 MPa.
Accumulation in the tumors lasted up to 24 hours.

immune response than others. Within the confines of
thermal ablation alone, researchers have begun to
address this matter. In MC-38 and B16 melanoma
tumors, the implication of FUS scan pattern on quality
of antitumor immunity has been tested. Sparse scan
patterns yielded greater DC infiltration into lesion
periphery (where the tumor cells were heated to
~55oC versus 80oC in tumor bulk) and significantly
increased in situ maturation as compared with a dense
scan pattern, perhaps by preserving antigen and
alarmin integrity compared to coagulative approaches
[65]. Consistent with findings in other peripheral
tumor models, FUS thermal ablation also led to
significantly increased IFN-γ+CD4+ T cells and CD8+
T cells and significantly decreased Tregs in a murine
NDL model of epithelial mammary adenocarcinoma.
However, when FUS was interlaced with adjuvant
immunotherapy in this model, no abscopal effect was
generated potentially due to the unexpected
recruitment of immature myeloid cells by the thermal
ablation protocol. The abscopal immune response to
single or multisite thermal ablation was restored in
distant, untreated tumors when the immune system
was first primed with immunotherapy alone followed
by a coincident thermal ablation and immunotherapy
regimen[66]. Taken together, these results suggest
that FUS exposure conditions, pattern of delivery, and
timing of delivery can strongly dictate the
immunogenicity of the treatment regimen, but also
highlights the likelihood that sonication of
immunosuppressed tumors may have little benefit
without attending to the nature of the
immunosuppression
and
anti-inflammatory
responses that may arise as a function of the treatment
regimen.
In the interest of characterizing how different
FUS bioeffects may yield tunable immune readouts, a
handful of studies have compared divergences in
antitumor immune response between thermal and
mechanical FUS. It has been demonstrated in vitro that
FUS stimulates endogenous signal release (e.g. ATP,
HSP60) from MC-38 murine prostate tumor cells.
Exposure of APCs to supernatant of treated tumors
cells additionally led to upregulation in costimulatory
molecule expression, and increased IL-12 and TNF-α
secretion by DCs and macrophages, respectively.
When FUS-mediated mechanical lysis and thermal
necrosis were directly compared in the context of
http://www.thno.org
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these readouts, the mechanical FUS regimen
outperformed its thermal counterpart in yielding
more plentiful endogenous danger signals and
resultantly robust APC activation [53]. These results
were recapitulated in MC38 tumors in vivo. Both
thermal and mechanical FUS exposure conditions
were capable of eliciting a systemic anti-tumor
immune response illustrated by an increase in DC
frequency and activation in the tumor draining lymph
nodes. This phenomenon translated to significant
reductions in growth of FUS-treated tumors versus
controls, increased CTL activity, and protection
against subsequent subcutaneous tumor re-challenge.
Overall, mechanically predominated FUS lesions
appeared to render more marked DC activation as
compared with their thermally predominated
counterparts[67].
Importantly, these findings highlight the
potential negative impacts of ablative FUS regimens
on anti-tumor immune response. Since the adaptive
immune response against tumors is triggered more
robustly by an immunogenic cell death, downstream
effects of thermal FUS - such as coagulative necrosis
and heat fixation - may hold undesirable implications
for anti-tumor immunity. Following application of
high-intensity thermal FUS, heat fixation typically
occurs in the center of the lesion. The lethal
temperatures reached at the focal region may also
denature and thus diminish the availability of viable
tumor antigen. In the periphery of the treated region,
however, more abundant viable antigen and cells in
an apoptotic state are commonly observed [13]. Taken
together, these studies suggest that the selection of
FUS regimen and associated parameters are of
paramount importance for immunotherapy.

increased lymphocyte frequency were observed in a
B16 melanoma model in which FUS was used as a
method for generating an autologous tumor vaccine,
eliciting tumor antigen presentation and reversing T
cell tolerance. When combined with hypofractionated
radiotherapy, FUS was demonstrated to confer
primary tumor growth control, significant reduction
in pulmonary metastases, and improved recurrence
free survival[69]. Priming with non-ablative FUS was
postulated to render a more strongly immunogenic
tumor cell death following radiotherapy and yield a
protective effect against local and distal metastasis.
Though the putative mechanisms linking low
intensity FUS to immunotherapy continue to be
poorly understood, it was postulated that this effect
was owing to stimulation of DC-driven priming of
tumor antigen-specific T cells otherwise susceptible to
tolerance [69]. In an NDL model of epithelial
mammary adenocarcinoma, the delivery of CpG and
temperature sensitive copper-doxorubicin (CuDox)
liposomes conferred markedly elevated CD8+ and
CD4+ T cell infiltration and reduction in myeloid
derived suppressor cell (MDSC) burden in primary
and contralateral tumor sites when combined with
sub-ablative FUS [70]. Aside from stimulating the
basal immune cell population in tumors, there also
exists potential for supplementing the immune
system by harnessing FUS for exogenous immune cell
delivery as a means of multimodal immunotherapy.
In a murine xenograft model of human colorectal
adenocarcinoma, low-dose FUS with microbubbles
was shown to potentiate homing and accumulation of
systemically administered superparamagnetic iron
oxide particle-labeled human NK cells in the tumor
microenvironment[16].

Low-Intensity FUS for Immunotherapy in Pre-Clinical
Studies

Clinical Studies Examining the Impact of FUS on
Aspects of Immunity

A few select studies have also elucidated a role
for non-ablative FUS in evoking anti-tumor
immunity. In a murine CT-26 colon carcinoma model,
low-pressure, pulsed ultrasound concomitant with
microbubbles - an established regimen for
permeabilization of tumor vasculature – upregulated
sustained CD8+ CTL and transient effector CD4+
infiltration. Since Treg frequency was unchanged as a
function of the ultrasound regimens applied, overall
CD8+/Treg proportions increased significantly,
conferring a transient inhibition in tumor growth
within the first few days of treatment[17]. Similarly, in
a K1735 model of melanoma, the application of
antivascular low-intensity unfocused ultrasound with
microbubbles conferred a statistically significant
increase in CD45+ and CD3+ cells over sham tumors
treated with ultrasound alone [68]. Notable trends in

In the clinical setting, a number of studies have
already demonstrated a role for FUS in stimulating
antitumor immunity. For instance, breast neoplasms
treated with FUS exhibited a marked increase in
infiltration of activated TILs (specifically CD3, CD4,
CD8, CD4/CD8 ratio, and B) and NK cells around the
ablated lesion when compared with untreated
neoplasms on examination following radical
mastectomy. In the same samples, TILs were also
functionally enhanced in the FUS group, displaying
significant increases in FasL, granzyme, and perforin
expression versus control[71]. Similar trends have
been noted in patients with other solid tumor types.
Circulating lymphocyte levels (specifically, CD4+ T
cells and CD4+/CD8+ lymphocyte ratio) were
elevated as a function of FUS ablation[72]. A more
recent study involving immunohistochemical analysis
http://www.thno.org
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of biopsied human breast cancer tissues has
delineated clear residual zones of viable tumor
antigen embedded within FUS-ablated debris. It was
posited that these antigens - most strikingly, epithelial
membrane antigen - and well as upregulated HSP-70
can serve as mediators of enhanced antitumor
immunity[56]. In a similar vein, FUS ablation has been
demonstrated to increase tumor-infiltrating APCs in
human breast cancer patients. FUS ablation of the
primary breast cancer elicited significantly enhanced
DC, macrophage, and B lymphocyte frequencies in
the peri-ablative zone, with a large fraction of DC and
macrophages expressing markers for activation[73].
Meanwhile, in patients with solid malignancies, FUS
has been shown to decrease immunosuppressive
serum cytokine levels, including significant decreases
in TGF-β1, TGF-β2, and VEGF. In metastatic patients,
only the trend in TGF-β2 decrease was sustained at a
level of significance, while in non-metastatic patients,
the aforementioned serum cytokine levels were
decreased along with IL-6. Such findings suggest a
correlation between tumor burden following
FUS-mediated ablation and serum cytokine levels[74].
These early clinical results suggest that thermal FUS
may have multiple roles in the cancer immunity cycle,
with demonstrated potential to impact antigen
presentation and danger signal release, APC
activation, as well as lymphocyte infiltration into the
tumor microenvironment.

Challenges Going Forward
Intersections between the immune and central
nervous systems are becoming elucidated rapidly;
however, they are still complex and still incompletely
understood. The varied roles of the immune system in
a myriad of CNS diseases will need to be better
understood to most effectively implement immune
based therapies. In Alzheimer’s disease, for example,
studies have postulated both beneficial and
detrimental roles of the immune system in disease
progression, and pre-clinical treatment strategies have
included both immunosuppressive and immune
activating agents[75]. For cancer applications,
enhancing the anti-tumor immune response is an
effective treatment approach as proven by the success
of checkpoint blockade antibodies. These antibodies
only work well in a subset of patients likely due to
either the lack of immune recognition or other
mechanisms of immune evasion. For successful use of
immune-modulating
antibodies
within
brain
malignancies, it will be important to understand the
array of immune evasion mechanisms. Beyond
suppression within the tumor microenvironment, it
has also been shown that intracranial tumors can
hinder effector function of T-cells by way of systemic
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tolerance[76]. Additionally, though important to the
discussion of FUS applications in cancer
immunomodulation, the nuances of how the immune
system responds to antigens in the brain are still not
fully understood; this provides an additional
challenge for tuning therapeutically relevant immune
responses in the brain, and highlights the need to
compare “successful” and unsuccessful FUS regimens
to identify true biomarkers of therapeutic efficacy.
Furthermore, although many of the studies listed
above describe the ability to FUS regimens to promote
the effector arm of the immune systems, very little
characterization of mechanisms of adaptive
resistance,
such
as
the
recruitment
of
immunosuppressive cells that are induced by acoustic
energy, has been performed in brain or other tumor
types. As discussed previously, clinical trials of FUS +
MB BBB opening are currently in progress and thus
far have demonstrated safety of this procedure at the
tested parameters. It is possible, though, that more
aggressive FUS parameters will be necessary to obtain
the desired immune modulation for certain
applications. In this case, safety will need to be
carefully considered. In pre-clinical animal models,
aggressive FUS parameters have resulted in vascular
damage due to microbubble inertial cavitation.
Damage can range from minor, consisting of small
areas of red blood cell extravasation, to major vascular
damage resulting in hemorrhage. Such vascular
damage could, in turn, possibly lead to increased
intracranial pressure and swelling. Additionally, with
any method of immune stimulation, there are risks
associated with over-activation of the immune
system, such as autoimmunity.

Opportunities for the Future
The demonstration of efficacy in delivery of
antibodies to the CNS using FUS has paved the way
for
interfacing
this
modality
with
other
immunologically relevant adjuvants. Of note, within
this class of therapeutics are checkpoint inhibitors.
Checkpoint blockade antibodies, such as PD-1 and
CTLA-4, have demonstrated high efficacy for some
extracranial tumors[77]. Preclinical and anecdotal
clinical evidence exist showing benefit from treatment
of brain malignancies with checkpoint blockade
antibodies[78–82]. As reviewed above, FUS has been
used for delivery of antibodies to the brain, and thus
has the potential to enhance efficacy of
immune-modulating antibodies by increasing their
concentrations at the desired site. Beyond antibodies,
larger vehicles for drug and gene delivery, such as
liposomes, polymeric nanoparticles, and virus can
also be delivered across the BBB with
FUS[23–26,83–86]. The capability of targeted delivery
http://www.thno.org
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of gene vectors opens up possibilities for altering
immune stimuli within the diseased tissue. For
example, immune signaling hubs within cells could be
targeted by enhancing or knocking down expression
of proteins using delivery of genes for transcription
factors, microRNAs or anti-microRNAs, shRNAs.
The physical mechanisms of FUS application
alone can perturb tissue in unique ways, bearing an
impact on the immune milieu in and around targeted
disease sites. To date, studies have yet to demonstrate
a clear role for FUS as a monotherapy for achieving
immunological tumor control. However, with
appropriate FUS exposure conditions, it may be
possible to enhance the effects of immunotherapies
not only via improved delivery, but also through any
synergies between FUS and therapeutic immune
modulation.
Radiotherapy
(RT)
has
immunomodulatory properties and has shown
promise in combination with a variety of
immunotherapeutic approaches for treatment of
non-brain malignancies[87–92]. In pre-clinical glioma
models, RT has shown efficacy in combination with
monoclonal antibody therapy, including checkpoint
inhibition [93–96]. The combined effect is thought to
come from radiation-induced cell damage capable of
yielding immunologically favorable outcomes, such
as immunogenic cell death, increased expression of
MHC molecules and CD80, and release of immune
stimulating cytokines and danger signals, which can
activate dendritic cells and stimulate an immune
response. RT can also induce the release of tumor
associated antigens and change aspects of the tumor
microenvironment to facilitate trafficking of immune
cells into the tumor[93,97–99]. As discussed in this
review, FUS is fully capable of conferring similar
effects, such as stimulating the release of cytokines,
danger signals, tumor associated antigens, and
altering transport within tumors, without the harmful
use of ionizing radiation, yet with added advantage of
enhanced therapy/payload delivery to the tumor
microenvironment. Therefore, going forward, we
anticipate that FUS will emerge as an attractive
modality to use in combination with immune based
therapies for treating pathologies of the CNS.
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